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NY-ÅLESUND REFLECTIONS AND NEXT STEPS

The discussions throughout the rest of the Symposium were centered on the overlapping 
themes of extreme events and physical climate change, scenario stress-testing, and green 
bonds. 

Climate scientist Michael Mann focused his remarks 
on the summer of 2018, which displayed extreme 
events at their worst, from heat waves and wild fires 
to hurricanes. 

As host of the 2018 Symposium, Minister Søreide opened the event 
by highlighting the need for action in the financial sector to support 
the strong signaling from the Paris Agreement. Two keynotes in the 
opening session set the tone for the Symposium, from the science  
perspective and from the financial decision-making perspective. 

Director Guersent from EU DG-FISMA shared  
the plans for the EU Sustainable Finance Action 
Plan to create a common understanding of green and  
sustainability.
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Current climate scenarios do not fully reflect the risk of financial instability.

The financial impacts of extreme events may not yet be reflected in macroeconomic indicators, and indicators such 
as GDP might not be the most useful for considering changes in opportunities and liabilities. It may be necessary to 
rethink the best indicators to isolate the impact of extreme events on financial systems. Further, climate models may 
underestimate the changing patterns of extreme events. However, there are observations and model projections for 
physical climate risk that researchers can better communicate, with greater transparency on uncertainty.

Transition scenarios were designed to explore how to optimally achieve policy targets, not to consider  
probabilities of changes in different sectors.

Financial users (including a range of corporates, lenders, and portfolio managers) are interested in understanding 
the probability of various outcomes. This type of information could be developed from existing scenarios to help 
operationalize stress-testing for forward looking transition risk, including exploring low probability but high impact 
transitions. 

Green and brown projects or companies are not binary, but rather a spectrum.

Raising awareness about green financial flows is a good start (and perhaps the only politically feasible way to begin), 
but this does not resolve the ultimate issue of motivating the transition from brown to green. The financial  sector is 
good at pricing risk, but we need better data and tools to translate climate risk into financial risk.

We can expect more summers with extreme events like 2018.

Climate change exacerbates the extreme events we experienced in the summer of 2018 through the laws of thermo- 
dynamics, with decreased uptake of moisture in soil, and increased coastal and inland precipitation. Changes in jet 
stream patterns further complicate extreme events. A slower jet stream can result in weather systems that move slowly, 
which can result in prolonged periods of rainfall in the wake of storms, increasing the damage from the event. Climate 
models tell us that the weather patterns will become more extreme, but we do not know by how much or when. If we 
take strong mitigation action, we will likely see a stabilization in the severity of extreme events in the second half of 
the century.

The green bond taxonomy under development in the EU was a contentious topic.

Several participants expressed concern that the taxonomy could lock out new technologies or approaches to green, 
and potentially stifle the green bond market. On the other hand, others expressed the need for standardization at this 
point in the green bond market development. There was general agreement that the taxonomy should be flexible and 
not take a binary approach to green. It is also important that external stakeholders understand the taxonomy to ensure 
integrity of the system.
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NEXT STEPS

Many participants expressed support of continued dialogue in small groups of researchers and financial decision- 
makers. Based on the discussions and informal conversations, we have identified several next steps for  
collaboration:

CICERO will follow up to take action on these next steps via our Climate Finance Center. We will reach out to  
participants enlist your engagement and support going forward.

• Develop a repository of physical climate data by region that focuses on leading  
indicators, with context about the stories that scenarios tell.

• Develop probabilistic information across a range of transition scenarios, keeping 
data disaggregated so that different financial users can pull the information they need. 

• Provide continued input to develop a flexible and dynamic approach to green  
labelling and standards that reflects the experience in the private sector and research 
community, with the long-term aim of scaling green labelling to all bonds and other 
financial products.
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